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TH E AUTOVOIX LOU DSPEAKER
Bv Dauel Sonru

There was only one loudspeaker manufacturer in Baltimore, the Autovoix Company, and they made speakersfor
various purposes, including radio. Dan Sohn has researched the company rather thoroughly, and has traced the

principle activities of the"major players in that company and its predecessors. And Dan has made a concerted
searchfor Autovoix loudspeakers-finding only one. We now believe there might be two more in captivity.

ARLY in 1922, a new form of communication
captured the interest of the general public as

few things had done before. Originally
known as Radiophone, tt was a unique, code free spin
-off of the wireless telegraph. By buying, or builditrg,
a simple device that would receive radio waves,
ordinary people could hear news and entertainment,
sometimes from many miles away, without having to
leave their homes t 11.

While this may sound pretty
good, there was a

fundamental flaw. These
early receiving sets required
the use of headphones that
were tethered to the set by a
length of electrtcal cord. As
shown in period
photographs, this meant one
listener at a time. For those
who required less restricted
listenifrg, such as a large
family, radio loud speaking
devices were soon

introduced (see Fig. L) l2l.

While some would attain almost legendary status in
the history of radio, one of these early loudspeakers
has remained a mystery. It is the Autovoix
(pronounced auto-vwa); manufactured and
marketed by the Autovoix Comp any of Baltimore,
Maryland. In June of 1922, it made its debut with a

half page mail-order ad in
QST magazine. This
popular monthly
publication dated back to
the days of the wireless
telegraph and in its pages

the newest products were
constantly being
introduced [3]. For many
years, this single
advertisement (see Fig. 2)

l4l was the only known
evidence of the existence
of the Autovoix.

(Continued on page 3)
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A BOUT MAARC and RADIO AGE. Radio Age became the
Amonthly newsletter of the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club in
June 1994. Prior to that date,the MAARC Newsletter and Radio Age
were separate publications.

Subscription Lo Radio Age begins with the next avallable issue after
the membership application and dues are received. Dues are $24per
year in the US, $36 in Canada, and $60 elsewhere, all payable in
US dollars. Two-year, three-year, and life memberships are
available; contact the Mernbership Chair . All checks are payable to
MAARC and, for new members, must accompany the membership
application, which is available from the Membership Chair or the
MAARC website (www.maarc.org). If you change your mailing
address, email, or phone number, please noti$r the Membership
Chair immediately so corrections can be made to Radio Age s
mailing list. The Fost Office will not forward your newsletters.

Back issues of the MAARC l{ewsletter from Vol. I, No. 1 (August
1984) and most issues of Radio Ag" from Vol. 1, No. I (October
1975) are available for $3.50 each postpaid from the Membership
Chair. tr 0 percent discount on orders of 12 or more back issues and

15 percent on orders of 6C or more back issues. Make checks

payable to MAAR.C.

Submissions to Radio Age are welcomed. Typewritten copy is

preferred to handwritten. Articles should be submitted in PC format
preferably via email or on a CD or flash drive, in MS Word, Worl
Perfect, Wordpad, or RTF format, without fancy formatting,
because the editors will have to modify it anyway. Photographs, if
hardcopy, should be high quality black and white or color. Softcopy
graphics files should be in TIFF or JPEG formats; contact the
editors for further guidance. Send your submission to either editor
and include your name, address, phone, and email.

MAARC MONTHLY MEETINGS. Most months MAARC
meetings are held at the Davidsonville Family Recreation Center,

3789 Queen Anne Bridge Rd., Davidsonville, MD (map below).
From U.S. 50, take MD 424 south for 2.5 miles. Turn right on MD
2I4 for 0.6 rniles, and angle left on Queen Anne Bridge Road for
1.1 miles. The entrance will be on your left. April and December

meetings are usually held at the Sully Station Community Center in
Northern Virginia. Check the calendar on page 16 for details.
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(Continued from page I)

On the surface, the ad
provides nothing more than
the company name and
mailing address, a price and a
selling message, which were
accompanied by a simple
sketch of some sort of horn
loudspeaker. Nevertheless,
the text of the ad and the odd
illustration actually hold
important clues for
documenting what turned out
to be the rather strange and
convoluted story of the
Autovoix Comp any and its
loud speaking device.

In period radio advertising,
outrageous hype and
unfounded claims of a vague
and subjective nature were
quite common. When properly done, they shifted the
responsibility for any purchase that did not meet
expectations from the seller to the buyer. In other
words, unless the hype and the claims could be

disproved, there would be no refunds. This business

tactic is known as Caveat Emptor or Buyer Beware.
Typically, the ad for the Autovoix followed suit,
except for one key paragraph:

"The Autovoix is not an experiment but an

instrument adapted for radio work by the use

of patents of the Magnaphone. The latter
instrument has been in use in this country and

abroad for years and used successfully for
loud speaking pu{poses other than radio
work."

While the term "used successfully" may be open to
some debate, the rest of the statement rings true. The
Magnaphone was the creation of Baltimore
businessman George R. Webb, who achieved great
success as a promoter [5].

At the turn of the last century, a promoter would
solicit large amounts of other people's money to
invest in various pursuits with the promise of future
earnings. NormalIy, in refurn, the promoter became
the president of whatever project he was promoting.
Webb was good at what he did and he became a

wealthy man. So much so that, at age fifty, he

devoted himself to a pet project which he called the

Magnaphone. With millions of telephones in
everyday use, the Magnaphone would utthze the

ubiquitous telephone wires as a source of home
entertainment.

For a monthly fee, the audio from phonograph
records was converted into electricity in a central
studio through the use of special microphones. This
electrified audio was then sent directly to the

customer's home, where it was converted back into
sound through a loud speaking device. Both ends of
the conversion process would be handled by the

equipment of Webb's Magnaphone Company.

Technically, the story of the Autovoix actually begins
inl909, when Webb selected the city of Wilmington,
Delaw are as the site of the first home entertainment
installation. At the time, it was a wealthy, old money

(Continued on page 4)
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'Thq:,..,,AIJTOV$IX is mare than a L,a;uO ,spi1okny,. It ie an
inntruraent that absolutely reproduces rnusic and tlre voice
with wonderful tone quality and volume, rnithaut distartion,
Wher,e purity of intonatiibn, volelrne and , me-h nicel i'cr-
cellb,nce rrrs req.lliied; the AUTOVOIX offers' infifiitcly morq
tH n an.-)t othe,r .inslru'rn,ent,, of the' loud speaking type. *

The AUTOVOIX i-r not nn experiment but an instrument
adapted for radio work by the use of patents of the Magna-
p o ,e'" 'The,,,',I,atter in,s,trurnent has bggii in u,se,in ffiis, couutry

inl$ pu,ry$$,es,,:,offie.f ,bn, ,ra "- trroik.

The highest order of electrical and mechanical engineering
a,u, -***,sands of dollers arC :i:nvolved in bri:n$ing thege
patents to their present state of efficiency.

The AUTOVOIX is a power operating inetrurnent and rc-
quires a minimum amount of current for the proFer volurne.
fine of the ffleny econorni:cal features of tJre AUTOVOIX i$
th4t no nfirv,iJiary;' b*tteries ars required in its, ope:ration.

PRI.CE 2;50
F.O,B. Baltimorc, Md.

THE AUTOVOIX COMP
1,0S6 FIDHLITY BUITDIFIG, BA'LTIM$ftAI MD.

Figure 2. The originalAutovoix advertisement, from QSI, June 1922 issue.
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(Continued from page 3)

town and a good paft of its population was also
socially well connected. To match the status of its
customers, the service was pitched to investors as a
grand and elitist operation that was named Tel-musici.
Much like what we have today with cable and
satellite companies, this was an early "on demand"
service with the receivitrg equipment leased to the
customer t6]. However, in order to cut construction
costs, the service shared the existing wires of the
local phone company, so it was available only at
night when telephone usage was normally low.

As what the rich and famous were doing was always
considered newsworthy, the fledgling Tel-musici was
actually created to generate publicity which
showcased the newly patented Magnaphone
technology. When public interest reached its peak,
Webb executed the second phase of his master plan.
He now pitched the Magnaphone as being the
ultimate in home entertainment for the hurly-burly of
big city life. To serve the cosmopolitan needs of the
resident hoi-polloi, all types of music would be
heard, both day and night, along with such innovative
features as news bulletins, weather reports and the
action of sporting events, delivered by live studio
announcers.

To support this much expanded service, thousands of
miles of new dedicated telephone lines, many buried
under city streets , became an expensive necessity. In
order to build so large a project, The l{ew York
Magnaphone and Music Company was incorporated
by George R. Webb in 1911. It was caprtahzed at

$ 1,000,000, a large sum of money for the time.
While quite capable of raising funds to finance his
grand Magnaphone scheffie, Webb had only a limited
grasp of the required technology. As a result, the
patents that were mentioned in QST were actually the
work of two employees of one of Webb's local
promotions, the Maryland Telephone Company l7l.
In return for a piece of the action, So to speak, they
assigned their patents over to George. Both the
patents and the inventors ean be identified through
the dates stamped on the Autovoix loudspeaker
drivers.

The first date is April 12, 1910 and the patent, No.
954,931, is for a loud speaking telephone receiver
which was the invention of John J. Comer of
Baltimore. This design was briefly used for the
original Tel-musici, over which Comer also served as

the General Manager.

D,Ar:r:r,r:,i,r,r,r:riririririllli|iliririririririririririririririririrlliriririririririr,r,i:,.##r#|ll ,t

The second date is June 25, l9l2 and the patent, No.
1,030,550, is for an improved loudspeaker. This
design would be used for all other Magnaphone
endeavors. It was developed by William P. Stunz of
Lansdowne in Baltimore County, who became
Webb's right hand man.

While the microphones worked rather well, the
loudspeakers exhibited problems right from the start.
A requirement in filing for a patent is to clearly
dernonstrate that the proposed design is new;
however, the design itself is not required to be

entirely practtcal. This was the case with both the
Comer and the Stunz loudspeakers. Their patentable
innovations turned out to be problematic and neither
would stay in adjustment for any practical length of
time L8]. Early on, such flawed designs were not a

problem as they were often used in promoting new
technologies to entice potential investors to get in on
the ground floor. After aLI, prolific profits would
surely follow due to subsequent improvements.
Unfortunately, for the Magnaphone investors, these
improvements and the profits would remain elusive
things.

Plagued by loudspeaker problems and burdened by
high operating costs, Webb's home entertainment
service proved to be unprofitable. As a result, the
ambitious New York promotion folded up in about a
year, but only after Webb had taken his share of the
investor capttal.

Always looking for a new business angle, Webb
began touting the Magnaphone as being the essential
electrical equipment for public address (PA)
installations. In this new application, the special
patented microphones as well as the loudspeakers
were both leased to the customer. In theory instead
of being installed in homes all across town, the

trouble prone troudspeakers would be now be at one
general location where they could be conveniently
tweaked. The undoing of this situation was George
R. Webb, who never promoted anything in a small
way. For example, two of the PA installations were
in the cavernous interiors of the old Grand Central
Depot in New York City and the new union Station
in Washington DC. The King's Park State Hospital, a
progressive rnental health facility in New York, was
the site of another installation [9]. The Magnaphone
even put to sea on a German ocean liner and a U.S.
Navy battleship.

:::'::t::::;!;:::!::,:,,t:t:,,::::t:t:tltl::U i ,:::::,:::::::::::::::::tltlt:tl:lt:itltltiiiii:iltitii::lti::i::::::::::
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Learning from these failed promotions, Webb found a

new application that brought him fame as well as

fortune. With the use of radio waves for sending
voice and music still just a dream [10], the next
innovation in mass entertainment was to be movies
with synchronized sound; something that Webb
would capttahze or, in every sense of the term. In
1913, he incorporated The Webb Talking Pictures
Company to promote a new technological endeavor;
one in which the Magnaphone equipment would
provide the audio.

When leased to the finest cinemas, the existing
loudspeakers had to be fully functional for only about
one hour, once or twice a duy, on a predetermined
schedule. The "success" of this new limited use
application meant that the inherent problems with the
original Stunz design could now be ignored, along
with the fiscal expectations of the original
Magnaphone investors. This left Webb free to
promote another flawed patent, which was the work
of Henry T. Crapo of New York [l l]. His design
would synchrontze a turntable playing the movie
soundtrack on phonograph records with the prgJector
film mechanism, by driving them both with the same

electric motor.

The problem was, when the fragile movie film broke,
several frames would be lost in the normal splicing
process. Because everything was geared together,
with no means to compensate for the slightly
shortened film, the mouths of the actors on the screen
would become out of sync with the separate sound as

each splice ran through the projector. Once again,
prolific profits would surely follow due to subsequent
improvements.

In promoting this long-lived scheme, George relied
on something akin to the old Tel-musici. He created
two companies that made early talking pictures.
Freely spending other people's money, Webb b

Electrical Pictures (1914) and Webb Singing Pictures
( 19 17) premiered their grand and glorious efforts in
New York. For these special screenings, General
Manager William P. Stunz made sure that the fragile
movie film and the recalcttrant loudspeakers were
both on their best behavior.

EventualIy, Webb's health became an issue and he

returned home to Baltimore. The l9l9 City
Directory lists him in his old profession as a real
estate promoter Uzl. In the history of the Autovoix

this would be a pivotal year. Previously, severe
restrictions on radio use had been enacted by the U.S.
Government for the duration of World War One.
After the war ended in November 1918, they slowly
began to be lifted. As great progress had been made
in wireless technology, new experimental radio
stations toyed with the idea of broadcasting voice and
music as a form of home entertainment.

Following the adage that everything old is new again,
their format would duplic*a, almost exactly, what
Webb had promoted and then abandoned along with
his telephone entertainment scheme. In addition,
their on-air schedules copied what had been proposed
for the showing of early talking pictures. They were
only on the air for about an hour, once or twi ce a duy,
at predetermined times [ 13]. As this was happening,
George R. Webb, the inadvertent architect of
Radiophone programming, quietly passed away.

Curiously, unlike his other accomplishments,
references to the Magnaphone and its associated
enterprises are absent from his obituaries. It would
appeaq his decade long dalliance with this project
was not well thought of by his peers or his heirs.
Nevertheless, George Webb's brother, Henry, who
was often his business partner, was now the executor
of George's estate, which put him in a position to
control the Magnaphone patents. In winding up
George Webb's affairs, The Wbbb Talking Pictures
Comp any was reduced to a talent agency, with
William P. Stunz staying on as the General Manager

U4l. To attract movie investors, Webb had earlier
recruited several performers, whose contracts were
still in effect [15]. As no movies were being made,
the Magnaphone equipment was no longer playing an
active role in the talking picture scheme.

With Baltimore's first officially licensed broadcast
station, WKC, going on the air March 23, 1922, the
now surplus loudspeakers received a new lease on
life. They would be adapted for radio use; bringing
full circle George's pet proj ect, back to a source of
home entertainment. However, instead of being
leased to the customer, they were going to be sold in
the retail marketplace. Unlike so many new radio
products, which would soon fall victim to various
patent infringement suits, the two Magnaphone
loudspeaker patents used for the Autovoix were
airtight and ironclad.

Unfortunately, it seems that neither Henry Webb nor
(Continued on page 6)
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William P. Stunz had much, if any, experience in the

area of retail sales. For example, as there would be

legal protection against redress through the use of
Caveat Emptor, the problems of the Stunz
loudspeaker continued to be ignored. Furthermore, dt

a time when radio names were routinely based on
stodgy old Latin, they attempted to make their
loudspeaker more appealing to the public by giving it
a French name [ 16]. Takittg a cue from the

successful postwar marketing of the perfume

industry selling products with French names was
seen by some, mistakenly, as a way to enhance sales

lr7l.

In combining a flawed product with an inappropriate
name, the resulting Autovoix Company appears to
have been in existence for only about nine months.

Nevertheless, in that short period of time, it managed

to produce two different versions of itself as a

company, as well as two very different versions of its
namesake loudspeaker.

In order to promote nationwide sales of its new radio
product, the original Comp any (presumed to be just
Webb and Stunz) contracted for the ad in QST. As
such custom magazine ads normally had to be

submitted about two months in advance, that would
make late March or early April of 1922 as the

approximate date that it started operations [18].

Initially, they would not have the luxury of investor
capttal, So cost cutting measures were resorted to

wherever possible, which became the modus

operandi for the Autovoix Company. Unfortunately,
this would obscure signifi cant parts of its historic
record. For example, the Baltimore City directories
show that the advertised mailing address, 1006

Fidelity Building, was actually the address of Henry
Webb's real-estate business office. As a result, there

are no separate listings for the Autovoix Comp any.

On the surface, the Autovoix in the QST ad was

nothing more than a stock Magnaphone loudspeaker
from the defunct home entertainment, public address

and movie making schemes. F{owever, as it turns

out, a minor electrical modification was needed to
make it compatible with radio use. Hidden inside

each Autovoix, connected ahead of the Stunz

mechanism, was an impedance matchittg transformer.

With no room to spare, this custom made transformer
was tucked very tightly against the side of the

mechanism in such a way that the old Magnaphone
cabinets could be reused. The expense of this

modification, along with the ad in QST, would put
the original comp any into a ftnancial hole. This acute

lack of funds would also explain the use of the simple
line drawing in QST. It would have been cheaper to

create and reproduce then the normal halftone
process. Unfortunately, for the startup Autovoix, the

main advertising competition in the June issue would
come from three well-established companies that
made very effective use of their halftone illustrations.

In leafing through the pages, the first ad encountered
was one for the Tblmacophou€, an early reflex
loudspeaker. Further back, there was an ad for the

Sea Horn Loud Speakers, which were made from
natural shells. By invoking Caveat Emptor, they

were billed as "Nature's Perfect Amplifier." In
between, one would find the more conventional
Thorophone [19]. Adding insult to injury, the

Thorophone was manufactured by an old enemy, the

Winkler-Reichmann Comp any of Chicago, I11., which
claimed to be the oldest maker of loud speaking
electrical devices in the United States. Not only were
they a serious contender for the new radio market, the

company had also been a keen rival with the original
Magnaphone. They successfully accomplished

everything that George had set out to do with his old
PA scheme and a good deal more [20].

Compounding the illustration problem, the Autovoix
drawing in QST was, on the whole, incorrect. The ad

shows the Stunz loudspeaker as used for PA

installations, where it would be hung on walls in all
kinds of locations. This arrangement kept any

dripping or wind driven water from reaching the

sensitive electrical parts. Furthermore, rt also

prevented clogged up horns due to bird and mouse

nests. The trouble was, for radio use, forestalling the

effects of Mother Nature was no longer a necessity,

for Radiophone listening, as it was then known, was

normally conducted inside the home. Many period
photographs show receivers and loudspeakers sitting
on kitchen or dining tables or on tables in living
rooms. For such household use, the Autovoix
illustration should have been shown lying on its side.

A decade before, in George Webb's home

entertainment scheffie, the loudspeaker driver cabinet

was placed on its back on a tab\e, connected to and

supporting the naffow end of the horn. As shown in
period photographs, this would leave the rest of the

horn, which was over fwo feet long, sprawling
horizontally, with the bell end resting directly on the

tabletop l2ll. As there was no competition for the
(Continued on page 7)
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home entertainment scheffie, the customers had to be
satisfied with whatever the company provided.
However, this would not be the case with the
Autovoix. Soon after the ad in QST was contracted
for, it became quite apparent that this clumsy,
sprawling setup would be unacceptable in the retail
marketplace, which made it a necessity to redesign
the loudspeaker.

The original kl-musici investors had long ago
provided Webb with a small factory for making the
Magnaphone equipment. Located in the Hoen
Building in downtown Baltimore, it was also used for
the talking picture scheme. Passed down as a part of
his estate and sitting idle in 1922, aII that was needed
to redo the existing loudspeakers was some fresh
marketing ideas and a ready supply of investor
capital. The answer to both of these needs would
come from the same source and the result was a

radically ditrerent, but more conventional design. In
a newspaper interview from 1928, Henry provides
some rather vague, but key information about the
beginnings of the improved Autovoix. "In 1922,
when radio began to grow popular, the basic patents

of Webb's telephone receiver were leased by a radio
company. .." 1221.

This company was incorporated during May of 1922
by John K Mealy, the son of a prominent Baltimore
jeweler. It had a modest capttahzatton of $25,000.
Along with Mealy, the original investors were
Baltimore lawyers Cornelius Roe and Bernard H.
Conn 1231. Unlike the earlier Magnaphone schemes,
which encouraged outside investors, it appears that all
of the shares of stock were privately held by the three
named parties, making it more difficult to research its
history. Curiously, even though, dt least on paper, it
seems a separate entity, this new radio enterprise
would still use the Autovoix name and the original
mailing address. In hindsight, it would have been far
better to start over and create a new retail marketing

image. As it turns out, this acorn of a company
sprouted amid the deep shadows of the intertwining
branches of the Webb financial tree. Perhaps as a
direct result, only three improved Autovoix
loudspeakers are known to exist today 1241.

Autovoix investor John K. Mealy was known to both
George and Henry Webb through his father, John W.
Mealy. Unlike his tainted Magnaphone schemes,
George Webb's more legitimate promotions would
become money makers for a number of his investors
and John the elder was one of them. He invested in
Mount Washington; a Webb promoted community
located at the end of a Webb promoted streetcar line

1251.

John the elder and many former Webb investors
apparently steered well clear of the Magnaphone
schemes. However, with one million new radios
predicted to be in use by the end of 1922 1261, this
new loudspeaker enterprise exhibited real potential
for generating significant sales. Therefore, it is quite
possible that the impetuous John the younger, with his
retail marketing skills, had approached Webb and
Stunz with ideas for making improvements to the
original Autovoix, along with a way to pay for them.

By foisting repackaged Stunz loudspeakers on a radio
infatuated public, this latest Magnaphone scheme
should have been a financial success and, in a way, it
was. As the receiver of the patent leasing fees and as

the owner of the old loudspeakers and the factory to
modify them, it probably didn't take very long for
Henry Webb to pocket most of the investor's money
in the name of George's estate. Nevertheless, the
changes that the investors made would take the
Autovoix loudspeaker in a whole new marketing
direction. For example, many early loudspeakers
consisted of simple vertical horns with very plain
driver covers. Quite often painted all black, their
inherently industrial look gave them the name

(Continued on page B)

FOR THE RECORD
The March 2013 meeting of the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club was held at the usual venue, Davidsonville
Family Recreation Center on the I7th, Eric Stenberg at the wheel. The display table brought out some very
clean radios from the 1958-59 years, and Show-'n'-Tell featured Jim Wilson's story of his finally-restored
"Searchlight" radio, in which he had help from Geoff Shearer, who further described the restoration. Many
more interesting items were shown, including a DeForest RadioCraft D-4 set destined for the RadioActivity
auction, a tiny hand-held oscilloscope from Japan, and Willie's wood version of the Fada252 Trapezoid radio.
A future fall or winter indoor meet was discussed with the strong possibility it could be held at the National
Electronics Museum, Linthicum, MD. Brian Belanger gave a nice presentation/pictorial tour of the Bay Area
Radio Museum in Berkeley, home of CHRS.
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(Continued from page 7)

ventilator types 1271. The loudspeaker shown in
Figure 1 is a typical example.

In contrast, although the same combination of
transforrner and Stunz mechanism would be used for
the driver of the improved Autovoix, they would be
housed in a special cabinet that was a smaller version
of those being used for period phonographs. To
bolster sagging sales, phonograph manufacturers had
changed their old, simple and functional designs into
elegant, high-styled enclosures suitable for chic and
sophisticated homes [28]. To that end, the cabinet of
the Autovoix, although nothing more than a cheap
wooden box, feafured sleek rounded corners and a

rich mahogany finish.

Regrettably, at this point, there is a major glitch in
documenting the history of the improved Autovoix.
When bought in a flea market some years &go, the

horn was aheady missing from the surviving example
in this author's collection. Since no period
photogruph, illustration or even a description has

subsequently surfaced," how the complete Autovoix
actually looked officially remains a mystery. What is

known is that no period radio horn has been found
that will ffi p91.

However, in exploring the advertised claim of
previous use "for pu{poses other than radio work" the

following comes to light. The design of the driver
cabinet for the improved Autovoix was not the only
thing borrowed from the phonograph; so was the

horn. As period phonograph parts are sought out by
modern-day collectors, the original horn could have

easily become separated from this author's Autovoix
[30].

Historrcally, the diameter of the sound output tube of
the Comer mechanism was designed to be the same as

that found on Edison record reproducers. As shown
in period photographs, this allowed large phonograph
horns to be used for the original Tel-musici. The
Stunz mechanism that was used for the Autovoix is

also equipped with the same size sound output tube.
This would allow the penny-pinching company to use

much smaller (and cheaper) metal phonograph horns
for their improved loudspeaker.

Although no open horn machines were in production
in 1922, many early phonograph parts were still
avallable as old stock. In an era of expensive, custom
-made horns, buying these readymade ones on an as

needed basis would have been a ftnancial boon [3 1].

Figure 3. The improved Autovoix cabinet equipped
with a Standard Metal Manufacturing Co. 14"

'witch's hat' phonograph horn.

On the other side of the coin, buying them in small
quantities in the retail marketplace may have been the

reason why, in the Company's final days, the

advertised discount prices for the improved Autovoix
were so high.

In combining its French name with a stylish driver
cabinet and a rakish phonograph horn, the improved
Autovoix surely seemed avant-parde, especially
when compared to the ventilator types (see Figure 3)

1321. Unfortunately, within months, the radio
loudspeaker market would feature a number of
similar designs.

With only the single mail-order ad slated to appear in

QSI all of this visual ghtz and glam would only
have come into play if the improved Autovoix was

also going to be sold, over-the-counter, in radio and

department stores. While looking for evidence of
such sales, fragments of Autovoix history were
gleaned from the pages of newspapers and the

nationwide radio press. With the Company's ongoing
pench artt for doing things on the cheap, additional
advertisements were paid for by those businesses

willing to sell the Autovoix. Altogether, there was
just a handful of these ads, which indicates that the

(Continued on page 9)
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new company was having a good deal of trouble in
moving its goods in the marketplace. Local ads

appeared from time to time between May and
November of 1922 and three of the ads would
coincide with the initial broadcasts of Baltimore's
other early stations, when interest in all things radio
would have peaked. These radio grand openings were
May 16 for WCAO, June 6 for WEAR and mid
November for Baltimore's most obscure early station,
WNAY.

The earliest newspaper ad appeared in the Baltimore
Sun on May 14. It was a relatively small ad with a
big bold selling message that proclaimed, "Radio
Equipment and Autovoix Loud Speaker." The ad
further states that these were available from R.
Selway Collmus at 219 West Mulbery Street. In
addition to selling radios and radio parts, he was
involved with 3XX, one of those postwar
experimental stations [33]. A simrlag but toned down
ad appeared in the Sun on May 28. No price was
mentioned for the Autovoix in either ad.

Just a week later, as the mail-order ad in QST was
running nationwide, a much larger store
advertisement for The Hub, an upscale Baltimore
emporium, would appear in the Sun. The Sunday
edition from June 4 shows that the Autovoix was
being sold in their exclusive Radio Shop. The
advertised price of $22.50 matches the price in QST.
This ad consisted of a list of radio parts intended for
the amateur trade, along with a few manufacfured
sets. In addition, the list included three loudspeakers,
which means that a head-to-head competition could
be hel d at the store. This situation did not bode well
for the Autovoix Company.

On the high-priced side of the Autovoix, The Hub
was offering its customers the forty dollar Vocaloud.
Made by the New York firm of John Firth and
Comp zny, the loudspeaker featured an enclosed horn
and a superior Baldwin driver. Two years before the
Stunz mechanism was granted a patent number, one
was assigned to a new design developed by Nathanial
Baldwin. His patent, entitled Telephone Receiver,
was based upon the concept of using a balanced
armature. Unlike the defective driver-arm design of
William P. Stunz and its list of non-radio applications,
Baldwin's was officially adapted for radio work in
September of 1915 1341. Furthermore, the Baldwin
design would prove itself in military service during
World War One. Already well known, Baldwin made
the most popular loudspeaker drivers at the start of

the broadcast era.

Meanwhile, back at The Hub; on the low-priced side
one could buy the Wundaphone for just twelve
dollars. Priced far below the Autovoix, this
unknown brand may have been an adapter horn that
would reuse those previously purchased
headphones. These naturally thrifty designs proved
to be quite popular, with two of them being
advertised in the June issue of QST. They were the
similarly priced Bridgeport and King "Am-pli-
tone." 135].

The retail face-off at the Hub would leave the
improved Autovoix with very little going for it in
the local marketplace. In addition, one hur, to
wonder about residual hard feelings from the earlier
Magnaphone schemes. Perhaps in frying to distance
itself from any hometown prejudice and to increase
its bottom line, there was a typically cheap attempt
by the Company to expand into its competitor's turf.
During late July and early August of 1922, a short
series of paid want ads appeared in the Chicago
Daily Tribune:

SALESMEN FIRST CLASS TO SELL
TO RETAIL DEALERS: liberal commissions:
Chicago territory: best radio loudspeaker on the
market: reference required. THE AUTOVOX CO.,

1006 Fidelity Bldg., Baltimore, Md.

Several months lateg an interesting aftermarket ad
appeared in the Baltimore Sun. It proves that at
least one Autovoix had been sold locally. To be
exact, it was sold twice. On October 25th
Baltimore's longtime auctioneer Samuel W. Pattison
at 407 N. Howard Street advertised an auction of
household goods for 10 am. In the same dd, a
special auction was then scheduled for 11:30 to sell
a Radio Receiving Set said to be in first class
condition. The radio was listed as being complete
with A and B batteries and aerral wire, plus it
included an "Autovoix horn."

The last known local newspaper ad appeared on
November 12, 1922. It was taken out by
Hochschild, Kohn & Company, a major Baltimore
department store. The ad featured the noffnal list of
radio parts, but this time the Autovoix was the only
loudspeaker. As it was the twenty-fifth anniversary
of the store, everything in the ad was discounted to
a special price. The Autovoix was marked down to
$17.50; a discount of only 22%. This ad was
quickly followed by two nationwide discount ads in

(Continued on page 10)



(Continued from page 9)

the weekly magazine Radio World. In such
publications, the lead-time for simple print ads was
normally a couple of weeks, which indicates that
these ads were placed at about the same time as the
one for Hochschild Kohn.

The Autovoix was now being sold by competing
radio dealers in New York, which suggests that the
Comp any was, once again, trying to boost its
bottom line through the use of out-of-town sales.

The continued use of discount pricing indicates that
the Company was not doing well financially. In the

November 25th issue, the Ameri can Electro
Technical Appliance Company (AETACO) on
Fulton Street featured a list of radio equipment,
which included the Autovoix at $17.75 [36].
Curiously, it is listed by just its name, with no
mention that it is actually a loudspeaker. The very
next week, the Brooklyt Radio Service Company
on Myrtle Avenue undercut them with a price of
$ 17.50 1371.

Due to the differing lead-times required for running
ads, the December issue of Radio Broadcast, which
was a monthly magazine, gave a very different
impression of the Autovoix Company. In a full page

upscale &d, the 20'h Century Radio Corporation of
New York included the Company's name in its
published client list [38]. Since they proclaimed
themselves to be national distributors of the
products of leading manufacturers of radio
equipment . . ." the Autovoix Comp dfly, especially
this late in the game, would seem to be an unlikely
associ ate. Nevertheless, the ad was placed in late
October or early November, before the three
discount ads.

Despite its lackluster history the very last Autovoix
reference in the nationwide radio press will always
be a positive one. In 1923, the February issue of the

same magazine carried a similar ad that also lists the

Company's name [39]. Ironically, it seems the
improved Autovoix and the short-lived corporation
that designed, manufactured and marketed it had
passed into oblivion sometime in Decernber of
1922.

NeverthEless, six years later, perhaps looking to
revive the Autovoix investor scheme, Webb
announced in the Baltimore Sun that a new
loudspeaker, based upon the Magnaphone patents

and suitable for radio use, was currently in

development [40]. With his patent from 1912 about
to expire and still hoping to reuse the remaining
loudspeakers, Stunz filed for a new patent on May
9, 1928 l4ll. He took two of the old mechanisms
and mounted them side-by-side. He then connected
their driver arms together so they would act, in
tandem, on a single diaphragm. He also coffected
the basic flaws of the original desigtt, which should
have made it reliable. Once again, what was needed

were new ideas for marketing and investor capital.
Unfortunately, for Wbbb and Stunz, the New York
Stock Exchange was booming, so investor money
went elsewhere.

As a fitting finale for the strange and convoluted
story of the Autovoix loudspeaker, one more piece
of information appeared much later in the Baltimore
Sun. On Septemb er 4, 1965 there was an obituary
for Margaret Sfunz, a former teacher at the

Lansdowne Elementary School. In the second
paragtaph there is a fortuitous sentence, "Mrs. Stunz

was the widow of William P. Stunz, who died in
1945;',

Overshadowed by the momentous closing events of
World War TWo, his passing went unnoticed at the

time. As the sole Magnaphone survivor, all of the

insider information about both George and Henry
Webb and their various business schemes, including
the Autovoix, was forever lost with him.

Endnotes:

tl] The more familiar term Broadcast Radio meant
something else at the time. Scheduled broadcasts of
news and other information using the telegraphic
code, mostly intended for ships at sea, started about
l 90s.

l2l Bedtime Stories by Radio, illustration by
Charles H. Towne, published July 1922

t3] William Peck Banning, Commercial
Broadcasting Pioneer the WEAF Experiment,
Harvard University Press, 1946, p. 9.

l4l QST, The Ameri can Radio Relay League,
Hartford CT, Vol. V No. 11, p. 98

[5] h{tp;lleaqlyradiqhistqry.up This web site contains
much of the. avarlable information on the

Magnaphone and George R. Webb up to 1917. It is
mostly in the form of overhyped publicity articles
from the period.

[6] Customers would call in with a musical request

to be sent to their homes at a specified time.
(Continued on poge 1I)
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U1 The Baltimore Sun, October 2I,1928.
t8] For example, instead of usin g a metal spring for
making a critical adjustment, a feature that was

already patented by someone else, Comer used "a
yielding non-metallic suspension means" aka a

rubber band, which would have been affected by
changes in ambient temperature and relative
humidity.

lglThe World s Work, Vol. XXV Doubleday Paige,

NY, I9I3;p. 313

[10] There had been experiments in sending voice
and music using equipment originally designed for
the wireless telegraph, but the period technology
was not up to the task.

[11] Patent No. 1,080 ,265 dated Dec. 2, 1913.

ll2l Edited and published by R. L. Polk &
Company, Baltimore MD.

[13] Radio Phone Receivirg, various authors, D.
Van Nostrand Co., New York, 1922; p. 176

U4l Compiled from entries in period City
Directories.

[15] For example, opera singer Enrico Caruso

appeared in the second film. Appeared, but did not
sing, as his voice was under contract by the Victor
Talking Machine Company. George then signed up
a ringer to do the actual movie singing, with the

lyrics lip-synced by the world famous tenor.

[16] The name Autovoix translates into Mechanical
Voice.

lI7 Helen M. Caldell; 1920-1929: The Decade of
the French A[ystique in the American Perfume
Markef, Providence College, undated.

[18] Submission dates of two months in advance for
monthlies, two weeks for weeklies and two days for
daily papers were, pretty much, the industry
standard. Monthly issues came out on the stated

calendar date, not a month in advance as they do

today.

[19 QST;p.72,p. 135 andp. I23, respectively

[20] Floyd A. Paul, The Horn Speaker I{otebook
(Rev H); self published, p. 69

l2ll This sprawling affangement originated with the

Comer loudspeakers used with the old Tbl-musici. A
photograph for the subsequent New York promotion
shows the in-home tabletop use of the Stunz
loudspeaker, with the horn lying on its side.

l22l The Baltimore Sun, October 2I,1928.
l23l Manufacturers Record, Manufacfurers Record
Publishing Co., Baltimore MD, June I,1922,p 104

l24l It is currently in the author's collection. The

opportunity to study it in detail, especially the Stunz
mechanism, provided a wealth of technical and

historic information that is not available anywhere
else. Radio Age editor Ed tyon also has a complete
Autovoix with a Standard Metal Manufacturing Co.

"ventilator-type" horn. The late Ed Bell (Raleigh,
NC) also had an Autovoix driver in its wooden
cabinet. As far as it is known, these are the only
other physical relics from the Autovoix Company.

l25l The Jewelers Circular, January 25,1922; p. 81

126l Radio Phone Receiving, p. ll7
l27l Radio Phone Receiving, p. I25
t28l Oliver Read and Walter 1. Welch, From Tinfoil
to Stereo, Howard W. Sams & Co., Indianapolis
Ind. , 1976; pp. 212,213.
l29l The various small, hard rubber and

composition horns that are so familiar were not yet
being made.

[30] Unlike radio horns, period small phonograph
horns are usually unmarked. As the Autovoix
nameplate is attached to the top of the driver
cabinet, there would be no obvious connection
between one of these phonograph horns and the

surviving loudspeaker, except for the match-up of
threads between horn throat and Autovoix driver.

[3 1] Today we call it 'Just in time" inventory.

1321 The design for a continuously tapering tube
connection between the reproducer and the horn was
patented by the Victor Talking Machine Company.
As a result, Edison Phonograph horns were forced
to use a short piece of non-tapering tube for the

connection. This feature is visible in the ad in QST
and on the improved Autovoix.
[33] Commercial and Government Radio Stations of
the U.,S.; Department of Commerce , 1919, p. 101

134] Baldwin's original telephone receiver Patent
No. 957,403, dated May 10, 1910, was adapted for
radio use by Patent No. 1,15 3,593, dated September

14,1915.

[35] QST,pp. 116,74

[36] Radio World, Hennessey Radio Publications
Corp., New York, Vol. II, No. 9 (Nov. 25),

unnumbered advertising section

l37l Radio World, Hennessey Radio Publications
Corp., New York, Vol. II, No. 10 (Dec 2), p.27
[38] Radio Broadcast, Doubleday, Page & Co., New
York, Vol. 2, No. 2. IJnnumbered advertising section

[39] Radio BroadcAst, Doubleday, Page & Co., New
York, Vol. 2, No. 4. Unnumbered advertising section

[40] The Baltimore Sun, October 2I,1928.
[41] Patent No. 1,812,571was granted for this new
design on June 30, 1931.



SUpenHETERoDYNES -Tne FneruCn GONNECTION
BY Eo Lvott

David Sarnoff and Alfred Gotdsmith were genuinely startled when Western Electric showed them a superhetero-
dyne receiver Western had developed, based on the work of L*y in France. At least Western was part of their
"Radio Group," and could be confined, they reasoned, so as not to interfere with the RCA plan to sell radios to
the public. Late4 as RCA'r development of the Armstrong superheterodyne progressed, they were not so san-

guine about otlters dipping into their superhet rice-bowl, and sent their lawyers 'round to threaten all such tres-
passers. Howeveti afew select superhet experimenters were allowed to tinkerfreely, since their work brought

great credit to the superheterodyne technolog,t, sending enthusiasts to the RCA dealers, ready to buy.

Armstrong's (second model) superhet, as dis-
played for MAARG and ARCA members in 1987 at
the Smithsonian [1]. Photos by Don Patterson.

only were the Morse signals easier to "read" as beeps
versus clicks, but they could be mentally dug apart
from other interfering signals by virtue of quite small
frequency differences between the various signals
present making noticeable pitch differences in their
beeps. In addition, rendering Morse signals as long
and short beeps enabled the operator to dig them out
of very high amplitude noise (so-called atmospher-
ics). He called the scheme "heterodyning."

Armstrong had a different problem to solve. F'aced

with the diflicult receiving problem of detectittg and
Iocahzing the 2-3 MHz inadvertent emissions from
aftcraft engines' ignition circuits, Armstrong needed

efficient amplification of these weak signals to help
provide early-warning of impending German air at-
tack. So, while not using the scheme to enhance
Morse listening, he instead thought he could use het-
erodyning to reduce the frequency of these ignition-
generated radio signals to lower values that could be

(Continued on page I3)

HERE has always been evidence that Edwin H.
Armstrong relied on experimental work un-
derway by Ldvy and others in France during

World War I for his inspiration in developing the su-
perheterodyne receiver circuit. The fact that the
courts eventually removed his name as the inventor of
this circuit would indicate that officialdom agreed that
his ideas on the scheme were not entirely original.
The French had a slant on the superheterodyne that
was unconventional and clever - sufficiently so that
the Radio Group lawyers tended to shy away from
attacking any marketing of their version of that cir-
cuit. Perhaps RCA high-level engineers, like Gold-
smith, had a hollow feeling that in any showdown
with the French, L6W might prove to be the winner,
and not RCA.

The heterodyne principle in radio began with Aubrey
Fessenden when he (and others who also utilized
headphones as outputs for their receivers) experi-
enced whistles coming from his crude receiver arly
time the receiver was subjected to two or more con-
tinuous-wave (CW) signals whose oscillation fre-
quencies were close together. How close together?
Well close enough that their frequency difference
was, itself, whistle-like - maybe 400 to 6000 cycles
per second (Ht). This was beneficial in listening to
CW Morse-coded signals, and he thought all CW
Morse signals should enjoy this addition of a tone to
the otherwise clicks of the Morse characters, since it
improved sensitivity significantly. He proposed hav-
ing the transmitting station send two signals, one car-

rying the Morse intemrptions, the other steady, and
offset in frequency by the desired-tone difference
value. This was wasteful of transmitter power, so he

reverted to using a small oscillation generator near his
receiver. He built receivers having small Paulsen arc
oscillators that leaked their signal into the receiver
along with any signals picked up on the receiver's
antenna. Careful tuning of the Paulsen oscillator
could bring its frequency into whistling range of the
incoming signal of interest, turning its Morse inter-
ruptions (clicks) into beeping dots and dashes. Not
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(Continued from page I2)
efficiently amplified by the crude vacuum-tube am-
plifiers of the period. He called the method "super-
audible-heterodynrrrg," shortened to "superhetero-
dyne" reception, since the "beep" he tried to develop
was higher than 10 or 15 kilocycles per second , and
usually not audible. His premise was that in hetero-
dyning, dny amplitude modulation on the incoming
signal was transferred onto the resultant "difference-
frequency" output signal, which we now call the
"intermediate frequency" (IF). And, of course, Arm-
strong and all who came later had access to compact
heterodyne oscillation generators using vacuum tube
triodes, obviating the need for such crudities as arc
generators. And it turns out that Armstrong did this
work in France, alongside Lucidn Ldvy, who was also

developing a heterodyning process to enable recep-
tion of suspected German military radio signals
which were at what were considered extremely high
frequencies (perhaps 2 to 4 MHz). And both Arm-
strong and Western Electric were aware of Ldvy's
work.

Now, Fessenden understood the physics and math of
how heterodyning worked, while Armstrong and

most other "inventors" of "improved superhet" cir-
cuits throughout the 1920s probably weren't quite so

clear on the mathematics. The basic circuit consisted
of a vacuum-tube oscillator (simul ating Fessenden's

Paulsen arc) in the receiver "front end" that leaked
some of its output signal into the receiver along with
the signals from the receiving antenna. For this rea'
son, the little oscillator was called the "local oscilla-
tor." Most of the experimenters thought the key was

simply to add the local oscillator signal to that from
the antenna, then go through the usual receiver detec-

tion circuit, and the signal from the antenna would be

at a new frequency whose value was the difference
between the frequencies of the desired incoming sig-
nal and the local oscillator. Armstrong at least real-
tzed that this addition of the two signals had to be

followed immediately by detection in a detector cir-
cuit before there was a robust difference-frequency

signal that could be amplified. Experiments showed
him that absolute rectificatjon was not really neces-

sary but other forms of "detection" that approxi-
mated rectification (such as nonlinear amplification)
also worked, and such "square-law amplification"
explained how many of the "improved superhet" cir-
cuits worked. So most of these experimenters began
calling their superheterodyne frequency-reducer the
"first detector." "converterr" "heterodyne stage," or
simply "frequency-changer." And the new frequency
produced by the heterodyne action would ultimately
be called the "intermediate frequency" or IF, at least
in this country.

Practically everyone working in this area came to
reahze that the local oscillator signal and the incom-
ittg signal should differ in signal strength, and by a
substantral amount, for efficient heterodyning. The
incoming signal was usually quite weak, which is
why they neede d a complex receiver in the first place
(otherwise a crystal set would work) , and so the local
oscillator signal was made considerably higher in
amplitude than the strongest expected incoming sig-
nal. Allowing that local oscillator signal to be as

weak as the incoming signal failed to produce a clean
difference-frequency signal. Armstrong had empiri-
cally found that the local oscillator signal voltage
should be six to twenty times that of the incoming
signal, based on extensive experiments at Columbia
IJniversity. He confirmed this on the bench as he and

Hary Houck worked up a circuit for Sarnoff in
RCA s sturnbling efforts to make their first superhet.
Others working with superheterodyne circuits, such

as Charles Leutz, had found that the local oscillator
signal could be up to a thousand or more times
stronger than the expected incoming signal, with
good frequency-conversion effi ciency.

But essentially all of the early experimenters in this
work used similar circuits, differing primarily in how
they arranged the tuned circuit for the incoming sig-
nal. Their primary concern was leakage of the local
oscillator signal out of the receiver and onto the re-
ceiving antenna, which caused neighborhood interfer-
ence not unlike that seen in the case of regenerative
detection of a few years earlier. The fact that most of
these circuits changed the incoming frequency to an

IF as low as 30 to 70 kHz meant that the tuned circuit
used to select the incoming signal would also readily
pass the local oscillator signal, only 30 to 70 kLIz
removed in frequency. Many experimenters l2l tried
to patent clever-looking circuits that "balanced" the

(Continued on page I5)
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Basic block diagram of the superheterodyne.
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HERE is a substantial amount of
controversy about whether Frank
Conrad was the first to broadcast

modulation -
success in the

entertainment programs via radio, since
many had tried it beforehand. But his was
at the right time - sparking a massive public
move to radio as a way of getting the news,
weather, and entertainment with this new
medium. However, Conrad probably was
the first to broadcast using frequency

FM - even though he could not really claim
enterprise.

Both Conrad and E. Howard Armstrong intuitively believed
that since most radio "disturbances" (spiky 'static' or noise)
comprised high-amplitude bursts of signal, then making
radio receivers insensitive to signal amplitude changes
would make the radio successfully reject "disturbances."
Of course, since broadcasting used amplitude modulation,
making a receiver insensitive to amplitude changes also
removes the voice, Morse, or music content of the
incoming signal, making for very quiet listening. Therefore
both of these experimenters decided, about a decade apart,
that a better form of program modulation of a radio carrier
signal would be frequency modulation (FM). Then, a

receiver that responded only to frequency changes would be
able to receive desired signals free of "disturbances."
Conrad came to this conclusion in the 1924-25 time period,
while Armstrong got serious about it in the early 1930s.

Conrad had had some experience in FM as early as 1923.
He had outfitted Westinghouse's East Pittsburgh station,
KDKA, with a shortwave (about 100-meter wavelength)
transmitter in 1923, to be used for communications with
European stations and in trials of networking other
Westinghouse stations, like those in Newark and Cleveland.
In these trials, program material was sent to the outlying
station for its re-broadcast locally. In 1924 he added a

Morse-keyed "order-wire" channel to those transmissions,
not intended for re-broadcast, but to carry cryptic
information for the engineers at the outlying station. This
he accomplished by frequency modulating the shortwave
signal, the frequency being shifted only a few hundre d Hz
by magnetically shifting the position of a small metal
diaphragm mounted at the tuning capacitor, by the Morse
keying. By 1925, this method of narrow-band FM order-
wire signaling would be done by magnetically moving one
plate of the quartz crystal-mount in the transmitter's
oscillator.

In 1926, station KDKA was working with its fourth (or
possibly fifth) AM transmitter, this one runnin g at about 10

kilowatts power, using water-cooled tubes. With this newer
transmitter, Conrad improved on the 1925 work by one of
his fellow .Westinghouse engineers (Charles Burnside) at

WJZ, Newark, in which Burnside employed a Magnavox
speaker driver as an oscillator tuning-circuit mountirg, thus
getting the diaphragm motion to vibrate the frequency-
shifting component. Conrad used an all-electronic method
of frequency-shift instead. Now he could frequency-
modulate the transmitter's oscillator by voice or music
signals fed to the frequency-shifting tube. The setup was
tested using Morse keying of a battery voltage to the tube,
and he obtained about 200 Hz of frequency shift, the same

shift he had employed in the Morse keying in order-wire
signaling. This was not enough to upset reception by the
AM receivers in use by the listening audience. Thus he

figured if he delivered the same voltage to the circuit from
his microphone amplifier, he would be sending voice
broadcasts out via FM, with about 200 Hz of frequency
deviation, and he could broadcast either the usual AM
signals or his new FM signals, or both (!) with a single
transmitter.

He tried switching over to FM one evening after the local
news reports, and just as the sports scores' announcements
were about to start. The result surprised him. Local pool
halls and private clubs in Pittsburgh had been receiving the
powerful KDKA signals with outdoor wires and simple
crystal detectors feeding loudspeakers, directly, and for
larger audiences, adding a public-address amplifier between
the crystal and the loudspeakers. But during the test, the FM
method of broadcasting yielded no sound from the
loudspeakers. Those listeners farther away, having to use

regular receivers, did hear the sports announcements
broadcast via FM, slope-detected, by slight detuning of the
receiver. The distant listeners never complained, thinking it
was just a slight mis-tuning, but the pool hall and club
patrons, die-hard Pirates fans, complained bitterly about the
dropout in reception they experienced. Conrad was also

surprised at the apparent bandwidth of his transmissions,
based on reports from trusted listeners who used regular
receivers, and could detune the receivers far more than the
200 Hz Conrad had predicted would be exhibited by the
transmissions, and still hear the distorted program. He
learned, the hard way, that the transmitter's deviation must
significantly exceed the highest audio frequency expected to
be sent, or the result is no better than AM in effective noise
reduction.

In a decade, Armstrong would get it right, using wide-band
FM, rather than Conrad's attempt at narrow-band FM.



input tuned circuit, trytng to have it eliminate radia'
tion of the local oscillator signal through careflul can-

cellation of this signal as it passed backward through
the tuned circuit to the antenna. The best cure was to
add a full stage of radio-frequency amplification
ahead of the frequency-changer circuit, but this put
the whole superhet concept on shakier ground. If you
had to have an RF amplifier up front, why not add

one or two more of them and go back to a TRF (ot
dreaded Neutrodyne) radio? Only the very best su-

perhets ended up with RF amplifiers ahead of the

heterodyne stage.

Along came a fellow with French origins [3] named

Robert E. LacauLt. He dodged the Armstrong super-

heterodyne patent, so he reasoned, by changing the

heterodyne stage from one in which the signals added

and were then rectified or "detected," to one in which
the local oscillator's output signal voltage became the

ts+ power source for the receiver's first RF amplifier
stage. In effect, he was modul ating the gain of this
RF amplifier by the local oscillator signal waveform.
This was, in his mind, truly multiplying the incomittg
signal waveform by the local oscillator wavefofffi,
which yields new signals at frequencies equal to the

sum and difference of the incoming and local oscilla-
tor's frequencies. He was careful to call his circuit
not Superheterodyne, but Ultradyne, and the hetero-

dyning was called "modulation." The RCA lawyers

were not amused, but did not attack him overtly, so

long as he did not try mass-production of his radio
and compete with RCA directly. As a matter of fact,

Lacault's radios performed quite well, and helped
"se11" the superhet idea among radio enthusiasts.

Lacault sold his Ultradyne radios as kits, made up

either of key parts, or "complete" kits, including front
panel, all hardwffia, and cabinet. He sold these

through an outfit called Phenix Radio l4l, in New
York. His radios ranged from 6-tube sets to 9-tube
sets during the period from 1924 to 1928, and were
advertised in most all radio magazines.

Lacault's first commercial model, described rn a Ra-

dio Ir{ews (February 1924) article, had six tubes and

no audio amplification other than that obtained in the

grid-leak detector stage. The IF transfonners were
described but apparently could be any avarlable brand
that approximated the intended frequency, which was

about 75-80 kTIz. His L-l model, first advertised in
1925, had eight tubes, including two audio stages,

and used IF transformers of his own design, available
from Phenix

The L-2 lJltradyne added a variocoupler in the input
circuit to make the RF amplifier regenerative at the

signal frequency (and thus more sharply tuned) to
help reduce local oscillator radration, and had two
stages of audio amplification, netting either 8 or 9

tubes, depending on the audio output configuration.
The discriminating radiophile could choose a push-

(Continued on page I6)
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(Continued from page I5)
pull output stage in which matching input and output
transformers made by Como (Boston) might be used

t5l. Like the L-l and early models, the L-Z was de-
signed to operate from a loop antenna, and most users
wee pleased with the facility with which these radios
could pull in distant stations, even from overseas. A
feature of the L-2 model and later models, for still
better isolation of the local oscillator (from radiating
its signal from the antenna, Lacault arranged for the
this oscillator to be up to I25 WIz removed from the
input signal frequency.

An acquaintance of Lacault's in France, Louis
Chretidn, was also in the business of designing radio
circuits, and in 1927 had reasoned that in an ideal su-
perhet, the local oscillator signal should completely
switch on and off the incoming signal, another way to
actually multiply the two signals togetheE where the
value of the local oscillator when in the "on" state

was I and the value when it switched off the incom-
ing signal was 0. This makes the local oscillator out-
put a dtgrtal or binary signal. Of course, nowadays
we know that ever since the invention of the penta-
grid converter tube most all frequency-changers
switch the incoming signal on and off at the local os-
cillator frequency [6]. What Chreti6n did was place a

robust local oscillator signal in series with the ampli-
fied incoming signal so that the incoming signal was
blocked half the time, passing through to the IF am-
plifier only during half of each local-oscillator signal
excursion. Chretidn liked to illustrate how his circuit
worked by comparing it to the stroboscopic effect one
could produce with a light source and two overlap-
ping spinning discs, opaque except for slits. The
discs would spin making the slits go past at the in-
coming signal frequency and local oscillator fre-
quency, respectively, and the light flashes one would
see through the overlap region would be at the inter-
mediate frequency (IF). Because of this analog5r, he
called his receiver circuit a Strobodyne. Lacault
brought the circuit to this country translated its de-
scription to English for U.S. magazines, helped
Chretidn get a patent here, and soon Lacault had an
Ultradyne that resembled the Strobodyne quite
closely. Whether this was with Chretidn's complete
cooperation or not is unclear.

Meanwhile, the superheterodyne radios in this coun-
try that were controlled (and licensed) bV RCA, con-
tinued to be mediocre in performance until tetrodes
and pentodes came along, and engineers discovered
that the multiple grids in these tubes allowed for ef-

fective switchittg of the incoming radio signal by the
local oscillator waveform, using one grid to inject the
radio signal and another grid, driven hard, to switch
the whole electron stream on and off, thus duplicating
Chretidn's principle. The pentagrid tube of the 1930s

made this yet easier, enabling performance from a
three- or four-tube set that su{passed any by six to
eight tubes in Lacault's time. Much later, radar was
developed, and the switched-signal method of signal
multiplication in the heterodyning process became
standard. The ultimate in this method is practiced
today in balanced (and double -balanced) diode mixers

l7l that can handle input signals ranging over a 100-
decibel range of input power (100,000-to-one in volt-
age level). In some shortwave phased -affay receiving
installations, up to 500 or more receivers are used,
each driven by its own antenna element, and to be
sure that all receivers are exactly in synchronism with
each other, a single local oscillator is used, whose
signal must be amplified to the 5-kilowatt level so it
can be distributed with switching-level amplitude to
all of the receivers for the "strobodyne" (acfually dou-
ble-balanced diode mixing) process to be carried out.
Merci, M. Chretien.
Additional illustrations on p. 19.
References:

tll The Smithsonian tour by ARCA and MAARC at-
tendees at the June 1987 meet at Carcollton, MD, was
set up through collaboration between Elliott
Sivowitch and this author, and featured a display of
rare early artifacts likely never to be seen again by
radio collectors alive today. The tour was described
in Don Patterson's Radio Age issue of June 1987 .

l2l See, for example, The Radio lVews Superhetero-
dyne Book, Experimenter Publishing Co. ,1926.
[3] Lacault was variously described as a consultant to
the French Army, or as an officer in that service, and
was supposedly degreed in engineering.

t4] Lacault was a consultant to the Phenix outfit until
about 1926, then became their technical director.

15] Lacault recommended audio output tubes that
were more robust than the common 01-As of the pe-

riod, like 12As.

t6l Typically, in a 65A7 for example, the local oscil-
lator grid is innermost, and it is fed back a 7 - to 15-
volt oscillator signal that is sufficient to cut off the
cuffent in the tube altogether, each cycle.

171 Steinbrecher double-balanced diode mixers are
examples of this sort of high-dynamic-range hetero-
dyne stages.



AN Aurovolx SIDEBAR-By Eo Lvort
Dan Sohn's remarkable research into Autovoix, which yielded the front-page article in this issue, wai vritten
before Dan realized that I had an intact Autovoix loudspeake4 but minor tweaks, mainly in his endnotes, fixed

any problems that might have caused. I add here a short summary offindings regarding my own Autovoix.

Photos of my driver and Stunz patent drawihgs, compared.

NE day in the
early 1990s,
we received a

phone call tiom some-
one who had picked up
my hobby card in an

antique mall near
Hagerstown, and
wanted to know if I
wanted a whole lot of
radio "stuff' that sat in
her basement ever
since her husband had
died, some ten years

earlier. We subse-
quently visited her
place, near the George-
town reservoir in Wash-
ington. The radio stuff
in the basement was in the "workshop area" alongside the
coal bin, and consisted of hundreds of parts and tubes, and

a few complete chassis. Most parts were in old paper gro-
cery bags, and any that was not so protected was buried in
an inch or two of coal dust; there was even some of the
black stuff inside the paper bags. In three of the bags I
found parts of what turned out to be a complete walnut-
based horn speaker. It had been carefully disassembled
into these three lots:
1. Driver and horn, akeady assembled (bV screwing the
horn throat into the threaded driver mouth), and the output
transformer;
2. Walnut cabinet base with the screws for the rest of the
cabinet, plus those for the driver;
3. Walnut cabinet, empty, with its nameplate mounted,
reading The Autovoix Comp&fry, Baltimore.
The condition was very good, aside from the coal dust,
suggesting that the owner had just re-lacquered the
wooden parts.

I cleaned and assembled it when I got home, and began to
try to research it. Floyd Paul had never seen one, but knew
of it by name, and he thought, from pictures I showed him,
that the horn looked like a Standard Metal Manufacturing
Company (SMMCo) product. Their horns were popular in
phonographs like Edison's and Columbia's. He also noted
that SMMCo made up their own horn speaker for radios,
with the usual headphone-type driver. I worked at SRI at

the time, and Phil Bayer, a fellow worker, was doing patent

searching for a client, so I asked him to see if he could find
the patents for the driver, since there were two exact dates

stamped on it, claimed to be patent dates. He found them,
as belonging to fellows named Comer and Stunz, respec-
tively, as Sohn has also found. A little later, I called well-

known radio col-
lector Mel Comer
to ask if he was
related to this in-
ventor, and he did-
n't think so. I
couldn't see why
Comer's patent
date was on the
driver, because
Stunz's patent
drawings depicted
exactly this
speaker's driver,
and Comer's ear-
lier patent was not
mentioned in
Stunz's patent. As
Sohn has noted,

Comer's version of a driver used only a resilient cord for
the diaphragm restoring force, while the magnetic arma-
ture applied only the opposing force.

In Stunz's patent, the restoring force was applied by the
pennanent magnet's pull on the heavy armature, making it
fairly well behaved for low- to moderate-amplitude mo-
tion. Stunz wouldn't patent a fully-balanced push-pull
driver suitable for high-powered sound until very late in
the 1920s, also noted by Sohn. Careful examination of my
horn showed that it had probably been re-lacquered, and

there was no SMMCo logo on the front, as there would be

if the horn had come from a SMMCo loudspeaker. The
neck of the horn was tapered all the way down to the
plated brass pipe nipple that screwed into the driver mouth,
and the hole in the cabinet top matched the horn neck quite
well. I then carefully sanded away the lacquer from the

neck to see how tt was assem-

:::,;,* bled to the nipple. The horn
,r1 neck is hard-soldered to the nip-

ple, indicating a factory assem-

bly, not something done at home
or in a radio shop. I believe this
is an original and complete Aut-
ovoix loudspeaker. Both this
horn and the witch's hat horn in
Sohn's article were made by
SMMCo, and are among the
examples shown in Floyd Paul's

ll article on p. 40 of the AV/A Old
, Timer's Bulletin, 31, 2, Aug.
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Irt HONOUR OF THE AR88
Bv Rott Sxettott, WGWO

Back in March 2013 Ron wrote to this editor about the Woodpecker article in that month's Radio Age, and then

sent me this short piece he had written for the Santa Cruz ARC, CA, about the finest RCA product ever.

oNAPARTE once said that the essence of winning
any battle is communications. Fortunately the Brit-
ish understood this very well at that time and had

superior overt and covert capabilities. In 1805, with the
future of the English-speaking world at stake, the Royal
Navy used their coded flag waving technology to demolish
the combined navies of France and Spain.

Fast forward to I94I; Britain is virtually alone and the
future of Europe is once agaun in dire peril. The US took a
courageous step, in effect betting on the survival of Britain
by supplying state of the afi technology. One such item
was the HF receiver made by RCA known as the AR88. It
was built without regard to cost, and performed remarka-
bly well - even by today's standards. It became the re-

ceiver of choice for monitoring enemy signals

Step forward to 1949; as a young boy I visited a
local Ham Radio operator and saw an AR88 in
action, tt was a never to be forgotten mornent
and became a turning point in my life and future
career. Three years later the stiff entrance exam
and 12 wpm Morse test was passed to gain a

British radio amateur license as G3IHP.

Another decade passes and as a young engineer/
Ham I was working and traveling the dirt roads
of West Africa with a Heathkit transmitter and

an AR88. It should be mentioned that this re-
ceiver weighs about 100 lbs which
was enough to ruin the rear springs
of the company car.

Many more decades passed and

with the active encouragement of a
local ham (and would-be curator of
WWII radios K6XW) my youthful
emotions re-surfaced and an AR88-
D was acquired. It needed some

very serious internal TLC including
the repair of the gearbox responsi-
ble for the famous smooth tuning
and absence of backlash.

Renovating an AR88 isn't a trivial
task and if there is anyone contem-
plating doing so I can share some

detail. Somehow the effort became
a tribute to this radio and that single
moment in time 64 years ago. Imag-
ine the emotive feelings when those
glowing dials came back as the old
girl was switched back on -after 60

years and some local BC station was heard broadcasting
music. I wondered if she had made it across the Atlantic,
did her paft in the war effort and was brought back as a

prrzed possession of some ham.

One may well conclude that this receiver played a vital
role in victory andjust maybe without the AR88 (and eve-

rything that came along with it), the world, as we know it
today might not exist. My life would certainly be quite

different. Thank you Uncle Sam, and hats off to the AR88.
What a beauty !!
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FOR SALE: ANTIQUE RADIO
RESTORATION & REPAIR
http://www.oldradiodoc.com A
Unique opportunity in a niche
market. Americats premier shop
for a quarter century. An ongoing
year round very busy business
with an excellent world-wide
reputation. Online since April 1994
(the early days). In business 35+
years. Going strong with enough
work to support 3* technicians all
year long. The volume of work can
be ramped up/down to suit your
desire. Io KRIU, flffi nearing
retirement and wish to pass the
business on to a younger
generation. Training is available.
The business includes two internet
domains, an absolutely massive
highly organized parts department
including inventory from the
acquisition of 27 closed radio
shops and nearly 50 years of
collecting. Almost nothing else to
buy for years....itts all here.
Riders I Gernsback/S ams
Photofa cts/B eit ma n - S up re me
schematics and factory
documentation from all the major
players. My lead technician will
seriously consider relocation if
asked. He is the best there is. My
large antique radio collection can
also be a part of the package. Price
is negotiable. Bob Eslinger/KRlU,
20 Gary School Rd., Pomfret
Center, CT 06259 860-928-2628
bob@oldradiodoc.com

Antique Radio Repair : 30 years

experience in repair of antique radios
and tube equipment. Reasonable
Rates . Jay Forbes,2II28 Stonecrop
Pl, Ashburn, VA, 20147. 703-729-
9 432 . Email : JFRADIA @aol. com

For Sale: Old Edison Cylinder & Disc
Records: Need to free up space, so

we're getting rid of our old records. 30
-50 to choose from...Blue Amberol,
Gold Moulded, etc. Some with original
storage cases/sheaths, others without.
Some discs one-side thick, some two-
sided thick, aII 78s. Most cylinders
priced between $4 and $10. Disc 25(
8. up. Phil Winter; 540-942-5455;
Waynesboro, Ya.22980

Great News: New expertly
reproduced grille cloth is coming
back! Some is already here !

Contact: Radio Daze, LLC, 20
Assembly Drive, Suite 103,
Mendon, New York 14506. See the
website : http ://www.radiod aze.cont/
Sales line (M-F, 12 to 4 pm):
877 -653-8823

For Sale: Reproduction knobs and
rubber parts for vintage/antique
radios. (Latest product: lever but-
tons for Belmont 526, 529). Go to
www.RenovatedRadios.com to see

the full selection of radio parts.

Don't do Internet? Call me at (586)
876-9802 ; (Leave a message); Ed
Schutz; blacksmith@
RenovatedRadios.com

Picfures on the right refer to the
story of the French Connection
starting on page 10 of this issue.
From top to bottom: Official
Lacault arfienna transfoffner for L-
2; Lacault regeneration vario-
coupler for L-2; Local oscillator
transformer for L-2; Rare push-pull
pair of audio transfonners by
Como, driving and driven by patr
of Western Electric 216A tennis-
ball tubes.
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MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11 :30,
meeting at 1:30. Display table = Antenna kits/accessories,
Presentation: Domi Sanchez and Carlos Lazarini: MAARC
Website;

MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation
Center. See p. i For map and directions. Tailgating at 11 .30,
meeting at 1:30. Display table = Horn Speakers; Presenta-
tion: "This is the one radio from my collection that l would take
to a desert island."

MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11 :30,
meeting at 1:30. Display table = Cone Speakers;
Presentation: Mike Baird on Boomboxes.

MAARC's annual RadioFallFest, antique radios, audio gear,
ham gear in a huge flea market and auction. Tailgating starts
0700; auction starts 12.30 (or sooner, if weather is inclement.)

Hamfests: 
-check 

the ARRL website, www.ARRl.org

Sun., Jul 21

Sun.,Aug. 1B

Sun., Sep 15

Sun., Oct 20
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